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1 
The American Sound 

Deepen your voice, project it out! 

LET'S START AT THE BEGINNING Track 8 

As the philosophers say, start with yourself and define your terms. What are the parts of your mouth? 

How do they interact? What is a consonant? What is a vowel? Let's take a tour of the mouth, starting 

with the most basic sound. 

Exercise 1-1: The Starting Point-Mmmm ... 

Let's start with the mmmm sound. It's super easy to do. All you do is put your lips 
together and hum. You'll notice a couple things here. Your lips are touching and 
the air is coming out through your nose in a continuous stream. Put your hand 
on your throat and say mmmm, and observe that you can feel a vibration in your 
fingertips. This means that the M sound is spoken and not whispered. 

Mmmmmm ... 

This exercise tells you four important things about the consonant M: 

1. Point of contact (lips)

2. Where the air comes out (nose)

3. How the air comes out (glide)

4. If the sound is spoken or whispered (spoken)

Exercise 1-2: Combining S�unds 114� Track 9· 

Now that you know where things are, let's turn it into something. In a deep voice, say the following out 
loud. We're adding two more consonants at the lip position: P & B. 

1. mah

2. mah-mah

3. pah

4. pah-pah

5. bah

Mmm Ah 6. bah-bah

Exercise 1-3: Pronunciation & Cadence 114� Track 10 

In your deepest voice, repeat these syllables. To get the physical experience of intonation, either stretch a 
rubber band, snap your fingers, or tap the table. Repeat this ten times. 

1. MAH-mah 2. mah-MAH 3. PAH-pah 4. pah-PAH 5. BAH-bah 6. bah-BAH

1 



Chapter 1 The American Sound 

Read each column down, keeping the same intonation pattern. 

1. duh duh duh 1. duh duh duh 1. duh duh duh 1. duh duh duh

2. ABC 2. imprecise 2. condition 2. alphabet

3. 123 3. a hot dog 3. a hot dog 3. hot dog stand

4. Dogs eat bones. 4. They eat bones. 4. They eat them. 4. Give me one.

THE AMERICAN SPEECH MUSIC Track 20 

All cultures gesture, and recently a developmental physiologist at University of Wisconsin, Dr. Alibali, 

put forth that gestures accompany speech because our mouths and hands are closely linked in the 

brain. You may have noticed babies saying ga-ga-ga and moving their hands to the beat. It's not nec

essary for you to gesticulate wildly, but it is important to integrate the rhythm of your speech music 

with physical gestures. To this end, you'll be tapping the table, snapping your fingers, and maybe even 

stretching a rubber band. 

NOT IN MY LANGUAGE 

A Pakistani database analyst said, "I didn't think about my own language in this way before. There is 

intonation when we speak, but not as much as in American English. Now that I've analyzed it, I found 

my language to be rhythmic too. In many places, we do the same up and down intonation. I must not 

have realized it because I speak without thinking about the language itself! It's really interesting to 

compare both language styles and then to extract certain resemblances from them. I never thought 

of it in that way." 

STAIRCASE INTONATION Track 21 

So, what is intonation in American English? What do Americans do? We go up and down staircases. 

We start high and end low. 

stair 

Every time we want to stress a word or an idea, we just start a new staircase. That sounds simple 

enough, but when and where do you start a new staircase? 

7 



Chapter 1 The American Sound 

14� Two-Word Phrases 

Descriptive Phrases Track 68 

Nouns are "heavier" than adjectives; they carry the weight of the new information. An adjective and 
noun combination is called a descriptive phrase, and in the absence of contrast or other secondary 
changes, the stress will always fall naturally on the noun. In the absence of a noun, you will stress the 
adjective, but as soon as a noun appears on the scene, it takes immediate precedence-and should 
be stressed. 

Exercise 1-40: Sentence Stress with Descriptive Phrases 14� Track 69 

Repeat the following phrases. 

Adjective Noun/ Adjective 

1. It's short. It's a short nail. 

2. It's chocolate. It's a chocolate cake. 
3. It's good. It's a good plan. 

4. It's guarded. It's a guarded gate. 

5. It's wide. It's a wide river. 

6. There're four. There're four cards. 

7. It was small. It was a small spot. 

8. It's the best. It's the best book. 

Write your own adjective and noun/adjective sentences. (Use the same words from Exercise 1-39.) 

9. It's ____ _ It's a ____ _ 

10. It's ____ _ It's a ____ _ 

11. It's ____ _ It's a ____ _ 

31 



12 
Tense and Lax Vowels 

Move your lips for tense vowels, but not for lax vowels. 

Track 281 

In this chapter, we tackle tense and lax vowels. This is the difference between a, tense, and E, lax; e, 

tense, and i, lax. We will start with tense vowels. (See also Chapters 1, 3, and 10.) 

Exercise 12-1: Tense Vowels 
· 

· 1'4� Track 282

Don't pay attention to spelling or meaning. Just remember, if you are in the ii column, they all have the 
same ah sound. Repeat. 

---- ---1!111111111 
1. at out ought I'd ate eat ooze own 

2. bat about bought bite bait beat boot boat 

3. cat couch caught kite cane keys cool coat 

4. chat chowder chalk child chair cheer choose chose 

5. dad doubt dot dial date deed do don't 

6. fat found fought fight fate feet food phone 

7. fallow fountain fall file fail feel fool foal 

8. gas gown got kite gate gear ghoul go 

9. hat how hot height hate heat hoot hope 

10. Hal howl hall heil hail heel who'll hole 

11. Jack jowl jock giant jail jeep jewel Joel 

12. crab crowd crawl crime crate creep cruel crow 

13. last loud lost line late Lee Lou low 

14. mat mountain mop might mate mean moon moan 

15. gnat now not night Nate neat noon note 

16. pal pound Paul pile pail peel pool pole 

17. rat round rot right rate real rule role 

18. sat sound soft sight sale seal Sue soul 

19. shall shower shawl shine shade she shoe show 

20. slap slouch slop slide slade sleep slew slow 

21. stag stout stop style stale steal stool stole 

22. strap Stroud straw stride straight stream strew stroll 

23. tap town top type tape team tool told 

24. · that thou thar thine they these - though

25. thang thousand thought thigh thane thief - throw

26. van vow volume viper vain veal voodoo vote

27. wax Wow! wash wipe wane wheel woo woe 

28. .yank Yow! yawn yikes Yale year you yo

29. zap Zowie! zombie xylophone zany zebra zoo Zoe
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Chapter 12 Tense and Lax Vowels 

Exercise 12-2: Tense Vowels Practice Paragraph . nf� Track 283 ·

Go through the subsequent paragraph and mark all the tense vowels, starting with a (there are 12 here). The 
first one is n11me (m:im, not m:m), The first e sound (15) is thg American. (The same 5 re sounds can be 
found as in Exercise 3-2, plus the reo of sound and down. Do the marking, Check Answer Key on page 218,) 

Hello, my name is ______ . I'm taking American reccent Training. There's a lot to learn, but I 
hope to make it as enjoyable as possible. I should pick up on the American intonation pattern pretty 
easily, although the only way to get it is to practice all of the time. I use the up and down, or peaks 

and valleys, intonation more than I used to. I've been paying attention to pitch, too. It's like walking 

down a staircase. I've been talking to a lot of Americans lately, and they tell me that I'm easier to 

understand. Anyway, I could go on and on, but the important thing is to listen well and sreond good. 

Well, what do you think? Do I? 

u e 

a 

Tense vowels use the lips and jaw muscles. 

Exercise 12-3: lax Vowels ,4� Track 284

ese are the lax vowels (as we saw in Chapter 10). 

·-----
l, end it - un- earn 

2, bet bit book but burn 0 £ 

3, kept kiss could cut curt 
0 

I 

('. 
'-----" 

4, check chick - chuck church _,.,.---, 
,. _ ___,) a 

5, debt did - does dirt 

6, fence fit foot fun first Soft vowels are subtle variations of 

7, fell fi II full - furl sound using the throat muscles. 

8. get gill good gut girl
e slightly tense: bet 

9, help hit hook hut hurt i more relaxed: bit 

10, held hill hood hull hurl u even more relaxed: put 

� 

a throat is completely relaxed: but 
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"I took pronunciation classes for two years at Princeton, 

and in my opinion, American Accent Training is far superior." 

-Dr. Z. Kabala, Hydrologist
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